Raise the Bar

Transform your Finance function
Get EFaaSTM for Enterprise Cost Reduction

 Are you struggling to retain your customer base in this
age of digitization?
 Do you face issues in complex billing between digital
and print customers?
 Is your team engrossed in the process of sifting through
multiple systems to process financial transactions?
 Are you having challenges in monitoring your product
line profitability (subscriptions/ events/ newspapers/
magazines/ advertisements)?
 Does your back end team has enough visibility into
business process and deals with lots of paper (physical
invoices, insertion orders, tear sheets, etc.)
 Are you deprived of real time analytics/ enhanced
[ 2 ] to make better business decisions?
reporting

EFaaS™ – Enterprise Function as a Service is a unique
BPO led proposition from HCL. With EFaaS™, HCL
helps Businesses stay competitive and future-ready
by transforming your finance function and giving a
reduction of up to 40% in business operations costs.
This translates into savings potentially equivalent
to 20% of revenue - compared to propositions
from other IT service providers who cite reductions
equivalent to 5-6% of your company’s revenue.

Significant costs are locked up in business operations
and back office functions such as Finance. These
costs directly impact profitability, return on capital and
more importantly inhibit the business from investing in
digitization - moving into the Internet of Things (IoT).
Increased scrutiny by auditors, recent regulations
and investors and other shareholders has resulted in
Finance becoming a very critical enterprise function
of the company with the CFO’s office emerging as a
key strategist of the organization.

EFaaS™ is
domain oriented
HCL has in depth understanding on the challenges faced by publishing companies and has perfected the craft
of delivering tailor made solutions to clients. As a matter of fact, EFaaS™ has been successfully deployed in 3
publishing companies where the benefit (savings) realization is upwards of 30%.
Procure to pay
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invoice processing
Invoice automation
1099 processing
Escheatment processing
T&E processing
Accruals

order to cash
• Order entry
• Billing
• Audit & Teaser Sheet
processing
• Collections
• Cash Applications
• Skip Tracing
• Ageing Analysis

big data driven reporting
dynamic cfo dashboards
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record to report
•
•
•
•
•

GL Entry
Fixed Assets processing
Intercompany transactions
Reconciliations
Month end processing

Technology-transformation
forms the core of EFaaS™
Most publishing companies have disparate and
disjointed enterprise functions that adversely impact
P&L, and efficiency. The main reason these organizations
grapple with fragmented enterprise functions is because
of multiple underlying technologies i.e., different billing
systems for advertising, subscription, print and digital
orders and none of them integrated.
Technology transformation forms the core of HCL’s
EFaaS™ solution. HCL’s brings to fore its transformation
and innovation-led solutions. The objective is to give our
clients a seamless view of their enterprise function, and
an absolute control over the same.
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Focus on
Business Outcomes
In our engagements, HCL not only takes on the responsibility of the enterprise function, but also puts a lot of skin in the
game. We offer our client’s flexible business models (special purpose vehicles/JVs) to ensure the enterprise function
is transformed efficiently. We bring innovative commercial constructs (Fixed price/transaction based/output based/
outcomes based pricing) to the table, to keep our client’s Total Cost of Ownership low, and to ensure a predictable
IT Spend. Thus our client’s enjoy an upfront cost benefit from the transformation and consolidation of their enterprise
function.

VALUE DELIVERED

KEY ATTRIBUTES

Integrated
Enterprise
Function Services
• Integrating all
processes and
IT systems for a
function
• End to End
Infra, BPO &
Application
Services

Flexible
Engagement
Models
• Special Purpose
Vehicles
• JV Model

• Joint
Ownerships

Shared
Services/
Utility Creation
• Private Utility for
Large Enterprises
• Public Utility for
Small & Medium
Enterprises
• Hybrid Shared
service with
Public & Private
Utility

• Functionally
Aligned SLAs

• Seamless
Transformation

• Low initial
Investment

• Single View of
the Function

• Risk Mitigation

• Economies of
scale
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Best in
Best
Classin
Class
Partnership
Partnership
• Big 4 Consulting
partner in the
engagement
to create solid
governance
model and
frameworks

• Best-in-Class
Finance
Practices
• Robust
Governance &
Delivery Models

Innovative
Innovative
Commercial
Commercial
Construct
Construct
• Co-Financing

• Upfront
investment of
Guaranteed
Savings by
HCL

• Transaction
based & Hybrid
(Fixed + variable)
pricing
• Low Total Cost
of Ownership
• Predictable IT
Spend
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How does EFaaS™
work?
These 5 steps will help in making your company successful while embarking the journey with HCL’s
EFaaS™ proposition.

1
Due diligence
and risk
assessment
includes
developing
process
maps, the cogovernance
model, and an
integrated ITBPO roadmap

2
Transition
includes
rebadging and
organization
change
management

3

4

Process
consolidation
includes
functional
alignment,
adjusting the
resource and
location mix,
and shared
services utility
creation

5

Platform
transformation
includes creation
of a common
data model, data
and platform
consolidation,
and new platform
implementation
and analytics

Best in Class
Processes
includes an
end-state
function which
is benchmarked
to the best in the
industry

What do you get in
return?
P&L impact through
cost reduction
across the FINANCE
Function by
35-40 %

100% accurate
and on time books
closure during
month end/ period
closing

Data quality and
Analytics driven
business insights
adding 10X credibility
to CFO and finance
organization

Assured risk
and compliance
management

Paperless finance
function with end
to end visibility
to process and
business metrics

Best in class
bolt-on / COTS
which eliminates
manual
processing of
transactions

Streamlined and
optimized IT (ERP)
environment which
complements the
business process

Effective use
of enterprise
resources and
skillsets
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To know more visit
www.hcltech.com/efaas
Contact us
efaas@hcl.com

Hello there! I am an Ideapreneur. I believe that sustainable business outcomes are driven by relationships nurtured through
values like trust, transparency and flexibility. I respect the contract, but believe in going beyond through collaboration,
applied innovation and new generation partnership models that put your interest above everything else. Right now 105,000
Ideapreneurs are in a Relationship Beyond the Contract™ with 500 customers in 31 countries. How can I help you?

